
Three Student Referees 
 
 
I took writing 1 and writing 10 with Dr. Walker. As a student in her class, I learned to write concisely. This 
was a difficulty that I had been struggling with throughout high school as I had not been given in-depth 
feedback on my writing. Dr. Walker did a great job of giving me very detailed analysis of and helping me to 
improve my writing. This not only helped me write better assignments but it also helped me with academic 
writing in my other college courses. She gave a great emphasis to writing using the Paramedic Method, 
which is impressive in that it cuts down on word count thus making the writing concise. I try to use this 
method where ever I am able. Dr. Walker's in-depth responses, great attention to giving feedback and 
various methods of improving writing has helped me in my college career greatly. Writing helps me with 
lab reports for my science classes. Although these courses do not require exact formats as those taught in 
writing 1 and 10, the quality of my writing has gone up greatly. I can honestly say that if it weren't for Dr. 
Walker, I would not be as good a writer. 
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As an architecture student, being able to communicate visually is emphasized heavily. Written 

communication is also essential to interpreting architecture throughout history, informing others involved 
in the designing process, and succinctly conveying our intentions alongside our visual representations. 
Architecture is written about but is also experienced. Writing, whether it is poetry, technical, narrative, 
etc., is also experienced. In a way, writing, especially poetry, informs my work as an architecture student 
not only on a basic level of examination, but as a medium assisting the transition from how my internalized 
ideas manifest visually. 

Professor Walker has been a great influence in my life, beginning with my timid days in her 
Introduction to Creative Writing and ending with her Advanced Creative Writing Course. Noticing a small 
voice in a room of students, Professor Walker encouraged developing my inherent poetic voice at a pace I 
was comfortable with. She always created a community of writers open to experiencing each other’s work 
in and outside of the classroom. With her help and ability to identify a writer’s voice, she helped me gain 
confidence in my writing and dissect what makes it my own. Without her instruction I would not have gone 
on to win the Ina Coolbrith Memorial Poetry Prize from UC Berkeley. When applying to transfer to UC 
Berkeley, I was able to incorporate my own voice in a pool of applicants, as well as refer to her with help in 
technical writing. 

Having a natural affinity for hearing and identifying strengths and weaknesses in a student’s voice 
was crucial in how Professor Walker improved my writing—alongside with poetic techniques, exposure to 
the verbal side of writing, viewing writing and poetry physically on the page, and as a resonance that links 
humanity to one another. 
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The two semesters I took classes with Dr. Anne Walker were Introduction to Creative Writing, in fall 
2009, and Poetry in Creative Writing, in Spring 2011. I am able to openly admit that I had a very negative 
view of how a poetry, or a creative writing, class could benefit me or my writing. I always had the picture 
in my mind of the high school teacher drilling their students about Shakespeare and how to properly 
critique him. So when I saw that there was a similar class open at Merced, my initial reaction was not from a 
place of excitement. I almost immediately thought that the class would be a waste of time. Fortunately, at 
the time, I was starved for a class that would inspire me to do more creative work, so I decided to give it a 
shot. I figured if it was as terrible as I thought, I could always find a different elective after I dropped it. To 
my surprise, I not only did not drop the class, but I took the advanced version of the class in my last 
semester.  
 
Professor Walker demonstrated not only a depth knowledge of how to create creative pieces but also how 
to inspire her students to look more critically at our own writing. From the first class she made it clear that 
her tactic was not to tell us how to write properly, but to help us develop our work at whatever level we 
already we at. Her passion for the art inspired me to look at my own work and really push myself further 
than I had ever been challenged before. What Professor Walker did that no other poetry teacher that I have 
taken since has been able to recreate, was an atmosphere in her classroom that both made it safe for her 
students to take chances and recognize when we were successful or not. Having never taken a poetry class 
before, I had never thought objectively about what conventional wisdom was on writing a poem. Before 
Professor Walker if I wanted to end a line or start a new stanza, I had no reason for why things were in 
specific places. I only knew what I had experienced being an avid reader of poetry and what my inner-ear 
told me seemed right. As I learned in Walker’s class, that’s not the most knowledgeable approach to 
poetry. Thinking about approaching poetry from a most tactful framework, modified the different choices I 
made in my writing. Walker really challenged us to make this shift within our writing. She asked us to 
draw, not only from our previous knowledge and the places where we felt comfortable going in out 
writing, but also how we could work to expand both.  
 
One of the places that she pushed me toward that expansion of where I was as a poet was having us define 
for ourselves what our “voices” were. Initially this was a difficult concept for me to wrap my head around 
simply because I had never thought of what I had been doing before as creating a voice or giving my poetry a 
voice. I never thought to separate the two or knew how to recognize that separation. For me writing was 
more about putting my ideas on paper. However, Professor Walker reinforced for me how important it is 
to see a poem as its own entity. One of the main reason I, and many other, fall into resisting against this is 
because of the false notion of our poems being so intimately tied into our experiences that we neglect the 
importance of having others experience our poems as well. This was something that Professor Walker 
worked with me personally on not only during class, but also during her office hours. 
 
One of the best components of Walkers’ class was completing a chap book. During the course of the first 
semester I took with her we had been referencing from a book of poems, as well as reading form different 
books, that spoke to writing one of our own. Thinking about compiling my work in a certain order, judging 
how difference pieces worked together, and dictating an argument through poetry were all new concepts 
that forced me to restructure the way I thought about working with my own work. I had to meet with 
Walker outside of class to figure out how to view my work in a way that would fit putting them into a 
finished box that people would move through. 
 
After two semesters of being subjugated to reworking my approach to my craft, and being challenged in 
ways that I never thought possible, I had created two chap books and created a whole new spectrum of ways 



in which I could approach writing. Now, as college graduate, I have worked on two more small collections 
that I perform from and sell. I know now that had I never taken Professor Walker’s class I would not have 
developed in the same way with my writing, nor would I have been able to strategically finesse the way that 
I write. I am incredibly thankful for the work that Professor Walker did with me and I am glad that other 
student will continue to take classes with her and have the same experiences.  
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